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ProTrac Purchasing
Purchasing that does not depend on walking
the stacks, hand keying a PO, or buying what
you just sold.
ProTrac uses a Replenishment Process that reviews
inventory on hand and inventory coming in on a
Purchase Order. It uses Min – Max – and an Economic
Order Point, Called Order Guide.
Order Guide is the driver that takes care of Min and Max. If
a product sale is moving up the Bell Curve, Order Guide can
move Min and Max up to reflect that increase in sales. If a
product is moving down the Bell Curve, Order Guide can
adjust Min and Max down to reflect that situation.
INVENTORY COSTS ARE NEVER STANDING STILL
If Inventory is TURNING 3-4 TIMES a year then life is good.
If inventory is setting on the shelves and not moving or
getting one turn per 12 months, then the cost of inventory
is moving up. According to the National Association of
Wholesalers Setting Inventory, costs the wholesaler 20%
plus prime per anum.
For this Purchasing example, we will follow 6 items that are
in the CAE Product Line. The products are High Speed Drill
Bits from Cleveland Manufacturing.
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ProTrac Purchasing
Display 1, shows a search
screen that can be used
from an inventory
maintenance program or
directly from our ProTrac
Order Entry.

Display 1

Product Line Search from Inventory File

The CAE 05864E was
selected and a page from
its inventory file is
displayed.
Display 2,
The Hi-lited Yellow shows
the item number and 2
lines from the 6 line
product description.
Over 180 characters of
description for each unit
are available.

Display 2

Inventory Record for CAE 05864E

There are 44 units on
hand, of which only 14
are available for sale.
There are 30 units
reserved for Sales Orders.
Sales Orders have been
created for this item and
those orders are being
filled by the warehouse.

The Minimum for this
item is 50 and with only
44 On Hand, it is time to
review a Purchase
Order for the CAE
Product Line.
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ProTrac Purchasing
ProTrac’s Product Line

Display 3

Vendor Lead Time Calculation

The above product, CAE 05864E is purchased
from one of two vendors. ProTrac calculates
the Lead time for a product line by adding the
three columns





Lead Time = How long it takes for product to
arrive from each vendor
Safety Stock = The amount of inventory the
distributor wants to maintain above the normal
amount on the shelf
Shelf= The amount of inventory that ProTrac
recommends to be on hand and available

Order Point Calculation
ProTrac uses the lead time calculation,
Inventory On Hand, Inventory on Sales
Orders, Sales Velocity, and Inventory
coming in on PO’s - to create the
Following Report
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ProTrac Purchasing
Display 5 Popularity Code Set Up Screen

Popularity Codes
ProTrac can give you a quick look at what inventory is
moving and what inventory is not moving - as well as
it used to move.
You can set up your own Popularity Codes. This
example has 5 review levels.
When you are working with an older system or if you
are depending on a manual inventory review, it is very
difficult to determine what is:


Selling
o Not selling
 Or Not Selling As Well

All of the products on the Popularity Code Report are
selling. By definition of the Codes some are selling
better than others and some need to be replaced.

Display 6
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Popularity Code Report
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ProTrac Purchasing
Planned or Trial
Purchase Order

Display 7

Trial Purchase Order in the (P) Planning Stage

ProTrac has created a
TRIAL PO for the CAE
Product Line. There is no
need to Walk the Stacks
or manually key the
information onto a PO
Form.
Before you run this
report you would have let
ProTrac recalculate your
Order Point and
Min/Max.
Before you select the
GenPO button you may
want to run a couple of
reports, called the Trial
Purchase Order Report.
Display 8 and Display 9
show that report.

Display 8
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Trial Purchase Order Report
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ProTrac Purchasing
Display 9

Trial Purchase Order Report – Who bought the items on this Purchase Order

ProTrac is designed to:
 Help you reduce your inventory levels while improving your Customer Service
 Help you have the correct inventory available for your customers
o When they want the inventory
 Help your people find the inventory in your data base
 Price the inventory correctly
 Quickly handle a sales order and any inventory questions
 Get the customer’s paperwork handled so that they leave with a printed sales ticket or
invoice in their hand
 Immediately Update your Accounts Receivable
Most Importantly:
 Let you go home at the end of the day, with all of your invoices sent, incoming inventory
updated, and your Business Model running the way you want.
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